WPE Process Equipment (formerly Western Process Equipment), as manufacturer’s representatives, have been supplying process equipment to the Australian mining and process industries since 1992. WPE’s product range has been progressively expanding to where they now provide a comprehensive range of allied process equipment from the world’s leading manufacturers.

WPE’s principals and products include:

**ERIEZ** is a world leader in magnetic, vibratory, inspection and flotation technology for the process and metalworking industries. The company designs and manufactures equipment to move, remove or concentrate material; feed, screen or convey materials; and inspect product through metal detection.

**Derrick Corporation** is considered the world leader in the design and manufacture of fine screening equipment and screen surface technology used to screen a wide variety of materials in the range of 3/8 inch to 400 mesh (10 mm to 38 microns). Derrick screens are designed to address the specific demands of the mining, aggregate, chemical, plastics, wastewater and forest products industries. Quality, innovation and reliability are our pledge today and for the future.

For 110 Years Deister Concentrator has been a supplier to the mineral and coal mining industries as specialists in designing, engineering and manufacturing concentrating tables, heavy media and classifying cyclones. They have developed an impressive list of installations around the world and across a broad range of applications.

For over 50 years, Hayward Gordon has been actively involved in the selection and manufacture of mixers for the mining and mineral process industry. In this time, Hayward Gordon has developed an expertise and installation portfolio second to none. Hayward Gordon has been at the forefront of many of the largest and most innovative projects in the world.

The most complete line of vibratory machines for inducing bulk solid materials to either flow vertically or convey. The Engineers of Kinergy are the pioneers of the concepts used to apply vibratory technology to bulk solids. Our expertise includes a full spectrum of induced vertical flow and induced conveying equipment. We are employee-owned and dedicated to our customers’ satisfaction.
Magnetic Separators including RE Rolls, RE Drums, LIMS and WHIMS; Tramp Metal Magnets; Trunnion / Trommel Magnets; Vibrating Feeders; Laboratory Equipment

Specialising in fine screening technology. Wet Screens; Dry Screens; StackSizer; MultiFeed Screen; Hi “G” Dryer; High Sheer Screens; Centrifuges.

Concentrating Tables – Single, Double & Triple Deck Tables; Classifying Cyclones; Heavy Media Cyclones

Attrition Scrubbers; Cyanide Destruction Mixers; High Intensity Conditioners; High Density Sludge Mixers; Gold Leach/Carbon Absorption Mixers; Autoclave Mixers.

Heavy Duty Vibratory Machines; Fluid Bed Dryers; Spiral Elevators; Shakeouts; Grizzly Screens; Feeders; Conveyors; Bin Activators; Storage Pile Dischargers.